NORTH AMERICA

Visions of hydro
IWP&DC features a selection of companies who will be exhibiting at the HydroVision
2010 conference, to be held in Charlotte, North Carolina in the US from 27-30 July 2010.
A CCUSONIC T ECHNOLOGIES
Accusonic Technologies supplies the hydroelectric industry with multiple-path, ultrasonic transit-time ﬂowmeters. The products
(models 7700, 7720 and 7510+) are in use
worldwide at major hydroelectric projects,
including pumped storage facilities, helping
operators to obtain better unit performance
data via continuous on-line high accuracy
ﬂow monitoring, says the company.
Hydro consultants and project owners
also use Accusonic flow measurements and
hydro turbine performance test services to
evaluate turbine condition and performance,
including before and after unit rehabilitation
performance assessment, and for demonstrating new turbine performance as part of
contractual turbine acceptance procedures.
Accusonic projects include 18-path,
unit flow measurements at the Three
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Gorges project in China (12.4m diameter penstock). These were installed and
commissioned in Unit G18 penstock
of the right bank powerhouse. Other
projects include the US Army Corps of
Engineers’ Carters dam powerhouse in
Georgia (5.5m diameter penstock) and
the US Bureau of Reclamation’s Grand
Coulee hydro project (4.5m diameter
penstock) in Washington.
Flow engineering and measurement
experts from Accusonic have also helped
design and implement a test measurement programme commissioned by Three
Gorges Power Corporation (TGP). Earlier
this year, Accusonic received orders for an
additional two 18-path flowmeter systems
from TGP for installation in their newest
underground power house.

A MERICAN G OVERNOR C OMPANY
American Governor is a full service governor company, offering parts, service,
training and technical support for legacy
governors as well as custom-engineered
digital governor upgrade packages.
For legacy governors the company offers
new and refurbished parts, experienced
field service and expert
training. It offers complete factory repair and
overhaul services for
many types of governors,
oil pumps and permanent
magnet generators.
American Governor
also offers a wide range
of retrofit kits for governors and pumps to
extend their useful life
or provide enhanced

functionality. Two examples: a ballhead
drive simulator that allows simulated online testing of mechanical governors, and
solenoid-operated pilot unloader kits for
Herringbone gear pumps.
The company has already commissioned or have orders for over 275 digital
governor systems. Some
of its recent digital governor conversion projects or
awards include:
r1(&T#BMDIQMBOU
Two four-needle Impulse
units with Pelton
mechanical governors.
r- "%814*T $BTUBJD
plant: Six Francis
pumped storage units
with Woodward and
Voith digital governors.

A USTRALIAN W INDERS USA
Australian Winders USA has been formed
to meet the growing demand for skilled
rewinding technicians in the US market.
Based in New York, Australian Winders
USA is a subsidiary of its Australia based
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Accusonic has also been working on a
flow measurement inter-comparison programme for low head hydro applications.
The tests were carried out in October
2009 and were sponsored by the Canadian
Electrical Association Technologies
Inc (CEATI) and the ASME PTC-18
Committee. An eight-path flowmeter
configuration was used in the penstock at
Kootenay Canal hydro plant in Canada
as a fiducial reference. The results essentially showed close agreement between the
eight-path flow measurements taken in the
unit penstock and the 18-path configuration installed in the unit intake. The full
results are to be presented at the Hydro
2010 conference in Portugal.

www.accusonic.com
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r#SPPLàFME1PXFST5BMDWJMMFQMBOU,BQMBO
Bulb unit with GE digital governor.
r"NFSFOT0TBHFQMBOU5XP'SBODJTVOJUT
with Voith digital governors.
r$ FOUSBM )VETPOT %BTIWJMMF QMBOU
Three Francis units with Allis-Chalmers
mechanical governors.
r(FPSHJB1PXFST&TUBUPBIQMBOU*NQVMTF
unit with Woodward digital governor.
r1(&T 4UBOJTMBVT QMBOU 4JYOFFEMF
Impulse unit with Woodward mechanical governor.
r64"$&T8FCCFST'BMMTQMBOU5ISFF
slant-axis Kaplan units with Pelton
mechanical governors.
r64"$&T/83FHJPOVOJUT 'SBODJT
and Kaplan, with various mechanical
and analog governors.

www.americangovernor.com
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parent company.
Specialising in hydro generation in the
US, it has a team of experienced winders
ready to respond to outage needs. These
highly skilled technicians can take on any

part of a generation project from a simple
repair or testing to an entire restack and
rewind, says the company.

http://australianwinders.com.au/
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C ANYON H YDRO
Canyon Hydro manufactures utility-grade
hydro systems to 25MW. Building turbines for more than 30 years, the company
has gained industry-wide recognition and
produces custom-designed turbine systems
and complete water-to-wire packages for
utilities, IPPs and municipalities worldwide.
With the recent addition of a seven-axis
CNC milling system, Canyon Hydro says
it is the only turbine manufacturer in North
America able to fully machine one-piece
Pelton runners up to 5m in diameter.
In addition to manufacturing new hydro
systems, Canyon Hydro offers extensive
repair and refurbishment services. Worn
runners can be remanufactured to meet
Canyon’s newest design specifications,
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with all surfaces CNC-machined to match
precise computer models. “
Canyon Hydro has recently completed
several noteworthy hydro projects including Tyson Creek in British Columbia, a
10MW project with the highest head in
North America at 865m. In Honduras, the
La Esperanza project uses twin Canyon
Pelton-type turbines to produce 12MW.
Canyon Hydro is also currently nearing completion of a Pelton turbine for
Lower Valley Energy in Wyoming, US. It
is the third turbine of a series built for the
Swift Creek project, following Francis and
Kaplan units supplied by Canyon Hydro.

www.canyonhydro.com

The Tyson Creek project in British Columbia is the
highest head system in North America at 865m. This
Canyon Hydro Pelton turbine generates about 10MW
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